ACTRIMS provides educational programs that allow physicians, scientists, researchers, analysts, faculty, physicians-in-training, and allied health professionals to share and receive information on advances in research and treatment in MS. Guidelines and sanctions will be enforced to ensure that there are no disruptions and the program goals are met.

The guidelines below highlight issues to keep in mind throughout the ACTRIMS program and are subject to change without prior notice. Refer to the program website for additional information.

---

**Embargo Policy**

**General Embargo Policy**
Abstracts and featured research accepted for presentation at the ACTRIMS program are embargoed until posted online on the program website. For late breaking abstracts, publication or presentation of study results is strictly prohibited until the start time of the late breaking presentation session.

**Press Releases from Investigators or Study Sponsors**
Investigators and/or study sponsors who wish to issue press releases relating to abstracts to be presented at the program are required to adhere to the following press release embargo policies:

- Press releases related to "regular" abstracts that contain data related to the presentation are strictly embargoed until the abstract is available on the program website, approximately ten days prior to the meeting.
- Press releases related to late breaking abstracts that contain data related to the presentation are strictly embargoed until the start time of the late breaking presentation session.
- Investigators or sponsors who wish to issue press releases that contain no actual data related to the presentation but provide “top line” information for release in advance of the normal embargo date need the specific approval of the ACTRIMS Program Committee, who may require changes in the text before permitting release. Please contact the Media Coordinator for questions. ACTRIMS does not review any outside press releases but will hold those representatives responsible for any misrepresentation.

**Social Media**
Communicating about the ACTRIMS Forum scientific sessions through social media is encouraged within the embargo restrictions. The Twitter hashtag for the ACTRIMS Forum is #ACTRIMS. Follow @ACTRIMS for program updates.